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Abstract

Background and Objectives
This paper analyses why and how conflicts occur and their influence on doctors and nurse-anaesthetists' motivation in the provision of maternal and neonatal health care in a specialist hospital.

Methodology
The study used ethnographic methods including participant observation, conversation and in-depth interviews over eleven months in a specialist referral hospital in Ghana. Qualitative analysis software Nvivo 8 was used for coding and analysis of data. Main themes identified in the analysis form the basis for interpreting and reporting study findings.

Ethics Statement
Ethical clearance was obtained from the Ghana Health Service Ethics Review board (approval number GHS-ERC:06/01/12) and from the University of Wageningen. Written consent was obtained from interview participants, while verbal consent was obtained for conversations. To protect the identity of the hospital and research participants pseudonyms are used in the article and the part of Ghana in which the study was conducted is not mentioned.

Results
Individual characteristics, interpersonal and organisational factors contributed to conflicts. Unequal power relations and distrust relations among doctors and nurse-anaesthetists affected how they responded to conflicts. Responses to conflicts including forcing, avoiding,
accommodating and compromising contributed to persistent conflicts, which frustrated and demotivated doctors and nurse-anaesthetists. Demotivated workers exhibited poor attitudes in collaborating with co-workers in the provision of maternal and neonatal care, which sometimes led to poor health worker response to client care, consequently compromising the hospital's goal of providing quality health care to clients.

Conclusion

To improve health care delivery in health facilities in Ghana, health managers and supervisors need to identify conflicts as an important phenomenon that should be addressed whenever they occur. Effective mechanisms including training managers and health workers on conflict management should be put in place. Additionally promoting communication and interaction among health workers can foster team spirit. Also resolving conflicts using the collaborating response may help to create a conducive work environment that will promote healthy work relations, which can facilitate the delivery of quality maternal and neonatal health care. However, such an approach requires that unequal power relations, which is a root cause of the conflicts is addressed.

Introduction and Analytical Concepts

Health workers' motivation can be defined as individuals' 'degree of willingness to exert and maintain an effort towards organizational goals' [1]. Motivation is affected by internal psychological as well as transactional processes and interactions between individuals and their work environment as well as the broader societal context [1]. As such, individual workers' motivation can be affected by conflicts between collaborating workers. Individual, interpersonal and organisational factors contribute to conflicts and unequal power relations and relations of distrust among workers can affect how workers respond to conflicts [2–5]. Poor responses to conflicts can lead to persistent conflicts, which can frustrate efforts towards achieving organizational goals. Conflicts can be particularly devastating where care provision is dependent on cooperation, understanding and interdependence between different professional groups.

Health worker motivation has been widely studied using a variety of qualitative [6–8] and quantitative methods [8,9]. In Ghana, low motivation of health workers in maternal and neonatal health care provision has been cited as one of the factors impeding the achievement of the set targets of Millennium Development Goals 4 [Reduce child mortality] and 5 [Improve maternal health] by 2015 [10–14].

There is however very little published literature examining inter professional conflicts and their role on workers' motivation, care provision and outcomes for maternal and newborn health in low and middle income countries [3–5]. This paper therefore aims to contribute to knowledge in this area by presenting the findings of an indepth exploration of why and how unequal power relations and relations of distrust can lead to conflicts, which in turn affect the motivation of doctors and nurse-anaesthetists in the provision of maternal and neonatal health care in a specialist public hospital in Ghana, a lower middle income sub-Saharan African country. Understanding the links between conflicts, power, trust/distrust and motivation in health care organisations can contribute towards finding solutions to improve health workers’ motivation and performance, which can help accelerate progress towards achieving the unfinished Millennium Development Goals 4 and 5 agenda [7,10–13,15,16].
We theorized that health workers’ motivation can be influenced by conflicts resulting from personal, interpersonal and organisational factors. How individuals and organisations respond to conflicts is influenced by trust and power relations. Where there is distrust, disagreements can be interpreted with suspicion, which can influence responses that can intensify conflicts. Also where there is contestation of power, workers’ desire to assert themselves can intensify conflicts. When appropriate responses are not employed to resolve conflicts, workers may lose trust in co-workers and the organisation, become less motivated and exhibit poor attitudes in collaborating with co-workers and a cycle of conflicts in worker relations develops. Persistent conflicts may hinder the achievement of organisational goals. We therefore draw upon the concepts of conflict, trust and power relations to guide our analysis.

Conflict

Conflict can be defined as a difference in opinion [17]. Most authors agree that conflicts in health care organizations result from individual differences, interpersonal differences and organisational arrangements and gaps [2,18–20]. Classical organisational theory and the human relations school suggest that conflicts have negative consequences on organisations, because conflicts prevent organisations from achieving their goals [21]. From this perspective, conflicts should be avoided. However other studies suggest that organisational conflicts should not be necessarily perceived as negative [2,17,22]. Rather the way the parties to a conflict perceive and respond to it determines its potential negative or positive consequences on an organisation. Conflicts can have positive consequences if they encourage self-examination, lead to healthier relations, enhance workers’ motivation and contribute to organisational transformation [21,23,24]. Zydziunaite and Katiliute [25] found that when conflicts between co-workers are resolved constructively, their motivation increases, which impacts positively on their performance. However even this school of thought also agrees that persistent conflicts if not constructively resolved can be dysfunctional, negatively affecting psychological and physical wellbeing, motivation, job satisfaction and performance of workers [5,24,26,27].

Three major causes of conflicts in health care organisations have been proposed [2,20,22] as follows: 1) Individual characteristics such as differences in values and demographic dissimilarity; 2) Interpersonal factors among co-workers such as lack of trust, injustice or disrespect and inadequate or poor communication; and 3) Organizational factors including interdependence between different professionals, organisational changes due to restructuring, and asymmetric power relations in health care institutions.

Whetten et al. [21] categorise how individuals and organisations manage conflicts into five possible responses including forcing, accommodating, avoiding, compromising and collaborating. ‘Forcing’ refers to situations where a party attempts to satisfy his/her need at the expense of the other. Strategies employed include the use of formal authority, physical threats, manipulation ploys or ignoring the claims of the other. ‘Accommodating’ refers to situations in which a party tries to satisfy the concerns of the other at the expense of his/her own. ‘Avoiding’ occurs when the interests of both parties are neglected by side-stepping the conflict or postponing the solution. A ‘compromising’ response occurs where each party gives up something to resolve the conflict. It can cause a rapid resolution of conflict but may not resolve underlying problems. ‘Collaborating’ or ‘cooperating’, which is also referred to as the ‘problem-solving’ response, tries to find solutions to the cause of the conflict that are satisfactory to both parties. It takes time and expertise to resolve conflicts by collaboration, and not all conflicts are amenable to being solved that way. Whetten et al. [21] suggest that when the time and expertise is available to use it collaborating can be the most effective approach, since in the end, both parties perceive that their interests have been met. So resolutions tend to be long lasting.
Trust

Trust especially in hospitals with multi-disciplinary, specialized and interdependent professionals is considered to be crucial to employee commitment and performance [28–31]. Co-worker trust is ‘confidence that one’s colleagues are competent and will act in a fair, reliable and ethical manner’ [32]. This implies a two-way relationship between the ‘trustor’, defined as ‘the person who trusts’ [33] and the ‘trustee’ defined as ‘the person (s) trusted by the trustor’ [33]. Relations of distrust among co-workers in a hospital can contribute to conflicts, which can impact negatively on interpersonal interactions, motivation and performance [32,34–38]. The contrary is true. Gilson et al. [30] found that trust among health workers is a motivator to workers’ performance and fosters a conductive work climate.

Power

Mintzberg [39] describes power in organisations as ‘the capacity to effect (or affect) organisational outcomes.’ Various groups or actors within the organisation have different levels of power. In a medical situation, the frontline health workers—such as nurses, anaesthetists and doctors, who Mintzberg refers to as ‘operators’ are highly skilled and knowledgeable and are among the most powerful actors. Their expertise gives them discretionary power [37,39] and they carry out the actions, which are the basic outputs of the organisation. Lipsky [40] labels this group of actors as ‘street-level bureaucrats’ and suggests that their decisions and actions in implementation effectively become public policies. Health workers can influence decisions by exercising power through the use of threats, sabotage, etcetera. This can result in and intensify conflicts [39,41].

Methods

Study setting

The hospital (alias Adom hospital) in which the study was conducted, has several specialist departments, which provide general as well as specialist outpatient and inpatient care and walk-in services. In addition, it serves as a referral hospital for smaller surrounding public and private health care facilities. It has a surgical theatre and a maternity theatre equipped to provide the full range of emergency obstetrics care. At the time of data collection, the central management comprised the medical director, accountant, administrator, and the directors of nursing and clinical services. Each specialised department was semi-autonomous and had a departmental head who was accountable to the medical director.

The study was conducted in the obstetrics and gynaecology (O and G) department, which had two administrative sub-units: a nursing unit and a medical officers’ unit. Anaesthesia, was also an independent department and was headed by a senior nurse-anaesthetist. The department, served the anaesthesia needs of the surgical, O and G and eye departments.

Study design

The first author, MA, also referred to as ‘the researcher’ conducted hospital ethnography. She spent a total of eleven months as a participant observer in the hospital as part of her PhD thesis research. The extensive engagement was to enable her to observe, experience, understand and represent the lives of subjects in their natural setting [42,43]. In the first nine months, MA was an active observer and participant in the process of health care provision in the O and G department; conducting tasks such as assisting nurses to deliver babies, watching over clients in the wards, while nurses followed up on laboratory test results etcetera. Additionally, she collected data through conversations and in-depth interviews. After preliminary analysis of the
data, she returned to the hospital for two more months to clarify gaps in the data by conducting further interviews and conversations. Table 1 provides a summary of the number of interviews and conversations by staff category.

Ethical clearance was obtained from the Ghana Health Service Ethics Review board (approval number GHS-ERC:06/01/12) and from the University of Wageningen. Entry to the hospital was gained through an introduction from the regional director of health services. Within the hospital, one of the senior hospital managers introduced the researcher to the O and G department staff as a student researcher. They were informed of the objectives of the study, and they gave her permission to participate in and observe activities in the wards, at meetings and training programmes. Written informed consent was obtained from all interview participants. Verbal consent was obtained for conversations. To protect the identity of the hospital and research participants pseudonyms are used throughout this article and the part of Ghana in which this study was conducted is not mentioned.

### Analysis

Notes from observations and conversations were refined and expanded at the end of each day in line with standards in ethnographic studies [43]. Interviews were recorded and later transcribed verbatim by a research assistant. The data were typed, grouped and saved in two data sets: 1) interviews 2) observations and conversations. They were then analysed in Nvivo [version 8] by systematically coding to identify common patterns, differences and contradictions. Common patterns from both sets were then grouped into five major themes: incidences of conflict, causes of conflicts, category of professionals engaged in conflicts, how conflicts were managed, effects on health workers and quality client care.

In the analysis, any situation of disagreement between two health workers scheduled to collaborate in the provision of health care was labelled as conflict. Causes of conflicts were grouped into personal, interpersonal and organisational. How conflicts were addressed were categorised into five sub themes in line with Whetten et al.’s [21] five conflict management responses.

When workers expressed sentiments including feeling emotionally low, lack of job satisfaction etcetera, as emanating from conflict experiences, this was labelled as negative effects of conflicts on health workers’ motivation. Situations where conflicts contributed to delay and/or failure to provide care were labelled as negative effects of conflicts on quality client care.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of workers</th>
<th>Conversations</th>
<th>Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurses and midwives</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House officers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctors</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse-anaesthetists</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward Aids</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orderlies</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctors who left the hospital</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory officials</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department managers</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital managers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Categories of workers included in conversations and interviews.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0135129.t001
Positive consequences of conflicts on health workers’ motivation included: 1) situations where workers expressed personal satisfaction with the way conflicts were resolved 2) when an incident of conflict resulted in standard procedures being followed in the provision of health care.

The majority of conflicts were between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists. This appeared to be the main area where conflicts were affecting motivation and performance. The rest of this paper therefore focuses on these conflicts.

Results

While accompanying a midwife on her ward rounds, MA begun to converse with her about challenges to maternal and neonatal health care provision in Adom hospital. The midwife said:

They [nurse-anaesthetists] are the cause of most of the problems in the theatre. They decide when they want to come, when they want to do a case and which case they will want to do. They sometimes decide that they will not do elective cases, but will only do emergency cases.

This was one of the many occasions that the researcher heard or observed in meetings, conversations and workshops, complaints about nurse-anaesthetists. So she decided to devote some time in the operating theatre, to observe the interaction between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists. An incident observed on a morning when the theatre was bustling with activities is illustrative of the several incidences of conflicts that MA observed between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists in the hospital. The causes of the various conflicts appeared to be similar and included individual, interpersonal and organizational factors, with deeper roots of power struggle and distrust relations between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists (see summary in Fig 1). We first present this conflict and then disentangle the causes of this and other conflicts the researcher observed, and the way they were addressed (using the five responses as proposed by Whetten et al. [21]). In addition, we illustrate how these conflicts and the way they were addressed affected health workers’ motivation.

Dr. Hilary, a senior doctor, Dr. Kofi, a junior doctor and Dr. Kumoji, a house officer were on duty in the O and G department. Dr. Hilary stayed in the consulting room, while the other two worked in the operating theatre. Mr. John, a senior nurse-anaesthetist and Ms. Joan, a junior nurse-anaesthetist were scheduled to work with the O and G and the surgery departments respectively. The first emergency obstetric case for the morning was a pregnant woman with a diagnosis of placenta previa type 2, who was bleeding profusely. Fortunately there was still a foetal heartbeat, and an emergency caesarean section (C/S) to save mother and neonate was arranged. The mother was wheeled into the operating theatre where Dr. Kofi and Dr. Kumoji were waiting for Mr. John, to anaesthetise her. Mr. John turned to Dr. Kofi and asked: ‘Have they done blood count?’ [Blood count tests offers information that the doctor can use to determine the client’s health status [44]. In this hospital it is the responsibility of the doctor to request the test and instruct the nurses to liaise with the laboratory to conduct the test before surgery]. Dr. Kofi retorted: ‘Don’t ask me!’ Mr. John calmly repeated his question: ‘I am asking whether they have done the blood count?’ Dr. Kofi retorted: ‘You have had this coming since morning. You should have asked this question before the patient came in. I am not the one to answer that question!’ To which Mr. John now seemingly irritated replied: ‘Then I will leave the patient!’ ‘Yes, you can leave, after all what is it! I will also leave!’ Dr. Kofi retorted angrily. Mr. John also visibly angry ordered his assistants: ‘Wheel the patient out, we won’t do it!’

Dr. Kofi and Mr. John continued the angry exchanges as both men stormed out of the theatre. Some of the nurses, orderlies and anaesthetic assistants present appealed to them to stop...
arguing, because the patient was suffering, but both men ignored the pleas. Then the theatre in-charge said to the pregnant woman who was sitting on the theatre table and moaning: ‘You too, they are fighting because of you and you are here crying!’ About ten minutes after their disappearance, Dr. Hilary arbitrated in the incident using a ‘compromising’ approach [22]. She asked Dr. Kofi to return to the theatre and Ms. Joan, the nurse-anaesthetist originally assigned to the surgical theatre, was called in to give spinal anaesthesia. Dr. Kofi safely delivered the mother of a live baby within thirty minutes.

Subsequently we explore the causes, responses and consequences of this conflict as well as other conflicts between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists in the rest of the results section.

Unclear lines of authority at organisational level and perceived lack of recognition of nurse-anaesthetists

An organisational factor of unclear lines of authority between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists, coupled with an interpersonal factor of perceived lack of recognition of nurse-anaesthetists, contributed to the occurrence of conflicts.
Several informants suggested that there was no clear definition between the doctors and nurse-anaesthetists as to which of the two professional groups had the ultimate authority to decide whether a client should undergo surgery. Both doctors and nurse-anaesthetists felt that the discretionary nature of their work, gave them this authority. The nurse-anaesthetists, felt that the doctors were wrongly assuming that they should take instructions from them because they are originally nurses. A nurse-anaesthetist explained: ‘...because here we are all nurse-anaesthetists, they [doctors] think we have no right to suggest to them to cancel a case, so they get upset about it.

A house officer in an interview suggested that while it was easy to get nurses to take instructions from doctors, it was nearly impossible to get nurse-anaesthetists to take instructions from doctors. A senior doctor also stated in an interview: ‘They [nurse-anaesthetists]... have some airs around them that without them a case cannot be done... So initially I used to fight with them, but now I have stopped.’

The majority of the nurse-anaesthetists said that their motivation for pursuing the anaesthesia profession was to gain independence from doctors and to become more empowered. They added that unlike nurses who take instructions from doctors, nurse-anaesthetists take their own independent decisions on which cases to attend to. They suggested that being nurse-anaesthetists boosted their morale and made them feel important. So they resisted collaborating with doctors on occasions that they perceived the latter were trying to impose their authority on them.

Follow up conversations with the different parties connected to the described incident, revealed that Mr. John had decided on his own discretion to work on an elective hernia case that morning with a surgeon from the surgery department, even though he was scheduled to work with the O and G department. Dr. Kofi said he had earlier sent a nurse to inform Mr. John of the impending emergency C/S. However Mr. John had asked him to wait for the hernia case to be done first or refer the C/S case to the polyclinic. Dr. Kofi said he disagreed with Mr. John’s request, because Adom hospital was the main referral hospital within that geographical area that was most competent to perform the emergency C/S. Also in his opinion, it was too risky to refer a bleeding woman to another facility, as it would delay emergency care provision, which could result in the death of mother and child. The surgeon who worked on the hernia case with Mr. John, said the information about the emergency case was not communicated to him, else he would have postponed his case, which was not an emergency.

Similar incidences of conflicts in decision-making on client care between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists were observed on several other occasions. Senior doctors asserted authority over nurse-anaesthetists by resorting to ‘forcing’. For example, a senior doctor stated:

Once, I had a case of ovarian cyst and when I took her to the theatre, there was a female nurse-anaesthetist who asked me 'Have you done HIV/AIDS test? If you haven’t done the test on the patient, I won’t administer anaesthesia.' I told her ‘It is not your business to ask whether a patient has been tested for HIV/AIDS or not.’

On the other hand, some junior doctors used ‘accommodating’ response by agreeing to the nurse-anaesthetists’ decisions. For instance a junior doctor, had completed a C/S case and was preparing to perform the next C/S, when the nurse-anaesthetist on duty asked him to suspend all elective C/S and perform only emergency C/S, because he wanted to go somewhere. The junior doctor insisted to know where the nurse-anaesthetist wanted to go, however, the nurse-anaesthetist refused to disclose it. When the nurse-anaesthetists left the scene, the doctor cited the attitude of the nurse-anaesthetist as one of the issues that demotivated him from working in the hospital (Observation notes, 12/02/2012).
Thus nurse-anaesthetists exercised power by using ‘avoiding’ response such as coming to work late and closing early. Sometimes they suggested that they were tired and other times they chose to work with particular doctors that they felt comfortable with. While senior doctors sometimes resorted to ‘forcing’ junior doctors either used accommodating response or reported the poor conduct of nurse-anaesthetists to the senior doctor responsible for the O & G department. The senior doctor in turn either reported such cases to the head of anaesthesia or the hospital director. The director in turn referred some of the cases back to the head of anaesthesia for action to be taken. However observations and discussions with the head of anaesthesia suggested that he only issued verbal reprimand to the culprits.

Persistent conflicts frustrated both doctors and nurse-anaesthetists and demotivated them from collaborating, which occasionally delayed health care provision.

Different professional orientation resulting in different decision making pathways

Different professional orientation of doctors and nurse-anaesthetists, contributed to different views and decision pathways on client care, which sometimes contributed to conflicts.

Nurse-anaesthetists suggested that compared to doctors they had a greater responsibility to determine if clients were fit for surgery and its aftermath. Additionally from the nurse-anaesthetists' point of view, not all clients proposed for surgery needed it. Also they perceived that if a client died, they would be held responsible and that most of the doctors were not interested in the welfare of clients, but were interested in just conducting surgeries. So the nurse-anaesthetists became upset when clients were brought into the theatre for surgery without undergoing the necessary laboratory examination and made statements like:

The doctors are supposed to request and ensure that the various lab tests are done, the necessary preparations are made, but they won’t follow up. So cases are brought (to the operating theatre) with a lot of things undone.

The doctors will recommend the patient for surgery, but will not bother to ensure that the necessary preparations [routine laboratory tests] are done. . . . you will see the client being brought to the theatre and . . . in the client folder, it is clearly stapled neatly ‘lab test required’ and there is nothing done. It can be so annoying and frustrating. . . . definitely you will compromise with quality and punish the client.

A hospital management team member supported the nurse-anaesthetists’ point of view. He suggested that doctors sought to satisfy their interest at the expense of the nurse-anesthetists’ efforts:

If a doctor finishes an operation and the patient is not well, it becomes the nurse-anaesthetist’s headache. He has to keep the patient alive, resuscitate the patient. . . . So that is why they don’t agree with the doctors.

On the other hand, the doctors felt that they were the ones who knew what was best for clients and had the greatest responsibility in client care. They needed to make quick decisions on client care in order to avoid delays, which could result in a client’s death, since they would be blamed for any mishaps.

. . . these delays, and by the time you are ready to do the surgery the patient has bled so much. Now when you go in to do the surgery DIC (Disseminated intravascular coagulation)
could occur, then it will now be the doctor’s responsibility to ... save the patient’s life. At that critical point it is now left with you the doctor to try to arrest any situation that could cause the death of the client, because when the client dies, you will be blamed.

The doctors perceived that nurse-anaesthetists and other collaborating workers did not share their view on client care, which they suggested contributed to delays and conflicts in decisions on client care. The doctors also felt that a team must have a leader and they were the natural leaders, as a junior doctor stated in an interview:

Sometimes they [nurse-anaesthetists] think about the complications for you [doctor] and want to decide that this is not a case that should be done this way. But I mean invariably there is supposed to be a leader of the team.

During a maternal audit meeting, a senior nurse appealed for clear guidelines on client diagnoses for C/S, to help reduce such doctor-nurse-anaesthetist conflicts. In response, a doctor said that the nurse-anaesthetists were the cause of the conflicts in the theatre, because they refused to comply with doctors’ decisions.

Consequently doctors and nurse-anaesthetists’ different professional work orientation contributed to conflicts in perception of urgency of client care, which influenced each group’s response to client care. The two groups responded to conflicts by using ‘forcing’, ‘avoiding’ and sometimes ‘accommodating’ response. Most of the conflicts were not resolved, so they persisted.

The repeated conflicts contributed to feelings of anger and frustration. Consequently a poor organisational climate emerged and it demotivated both professional groups from collaborating in the provision of health care.

**Distrust of co-workers’ professional competencies**

An interpersonal factor that created conflicts that impacted on the motivation of doctors and nurse-anaesthetists were attempts to prevent workers whose competencies were distrusted from performing procedures.

Due to the scarcity of doctors in the O and G department, sometimes junior doctors and house officers performed tasks that some senior theatre nurses and nurse-anaesthetists deemed beyond their level of competence. Nurse-anaesthetists indicated that they did not feel comfortable when junior doctors and house officers who were supposed to work under the supervision of senior doctors, were allowed to perform complicated surgery cases unsupervised. Nurse-anaesthetists explained that in order to protect clients from poor quality care, they resisted such attempts by recommending that more senior persons performed the surgeries, or gave excuses that the client was not ready for surgery or openly refused to collaborate. However the junior doctors got upset as a nurse-anaesthetist narrated:

We prefer that the senior doctor does it [emergency C/S]. So that you do not risk the life of the client. And the complaints we hear is that we are trying to frustrate the young doctors. Their [the doctors] head will come telling us that ‘eh my young doctors want to learn, but you are trying to frustrate them.’ How can you use human beings as guinea pigs! So we tell them: ‘Well if you want to do so, then we do not want to be part of it.’

Similarly, doctors who did not trust the competencies of nurse-anaesthetists that they were scheduled to work with preferred to invite a senior anaesthetist to perform the anaesthetic procedure. A senior doctor shared an experience:
there was a certain patient that I operated on and that patient was not producing urine and I thought that this nurse-anaesthetist who was on duty should have called the doctor-anaesthetist [a senior anaesthetists, who was on study leave at the time of the study]. When I mentioned it, she nearly had some verbal exchange with me and so I kept quiet. So we did the case and after the case, the patient was not passing urine. So I had to call the doctor-anaesthetist to come and review the case.

So doctors and nurse-anaesthetists used 'collaborating', ‘avoiding’ and ‘forcing’ responses to prevent colleagues whose competencies they distrusted from performing procedures.

Both nurse-anaesthetists and doctors who succeeded in ensuring that distrusted colleagues did not perform procedures, said they derived inner satisfaction from occasions that they were able to ensure that experienced persons performed procedures. For instance the senior doctor expressed his satisfaction that the doctor-anaesthetist, who is more experienced, came in to save the client. Also, the nurse-anaesthetists said they were always happy whenever they succeeded in preventing a doctor who was deemed incompetent from performing a procedure on a client. On such occasions clients received quality care, so such workers felt motivated.

Locum practice and illegal charges and the inability of the hospital to resolve such matters

Most of the private health facilities within Adom hospital’s catchment area engaged the services of some of the skilled and experienced doctors and nurse-anaesthetists in Adom hospital as locum (private practice) staff. This sometimes resulted in scheduled doctors and nurse-anaesthetist reporting late or absenting themselves from work. Such practices contributed to delays, cancellation of procedures and sometimes emergency cases had to be referred to other facilities. Aggrieved workers repeatedly reported such practices to hospital managers, but managers did not seem to be able to get the culprits to desist from such practices. So some workers became frustrated, lost faith in management and resigned themselves to sharing such workers with private facilities—even when such workers were scheduled to be on duty in the hospital. A senior doctor shared an experience:

Whenever he [nurse-anaesthetists] was on duty you had to virtually share him with several other facilities, for he was working in several other facilities. So you will be working with him and he will say he is coming, then he will disappear for up till two hours.

A nurse-anaesthetist admitted that most doctors and nurse-anaesthetists were doing locum, but he distrusted doctors who sacrificed their schedule in Adom hospital to do locum. He cited an instance when a client was sent from the study hospital to a private facility, because the scheduled doctor was absent. It turned out that the absent doctor who was scheduled for duty in the study hospital was the very doctor attending to clients in the private facility.

So when a scheduled doctor or a nurse-anaesthetist delayed or was absent from work it was suspected that the worker was engaged in locum. A nurse-anaesthetist described the state of suspicion and its consequent influence on workers’ motivation:

People just go about doing whatever they feel like doing and earning their salary, but there is no joy and there is too much suspicion. Now when a doctor or a nurse-anaesthetist is not there, the perception is that the person is gone to do locum.

Additionally nurse-anaesthetists and nurses suspected that some doctors brought in clients from their locum practice and secretly charged them illegal fees. So they felt it was unfair to
collaborate with such doctors on such cases, because such clients were not their responsibility. A nurse-anaesthetist shared her suspicion:

... there were three emergencies ... the senior person [doctor] convinced us that he could do all three cases within a stretch of two hours, so if we could sacrifice to stay, we could work on the cases. ... Then he brought up a myomectomy case [refers to the surgical removal of uterine leiomyomas [45]] and convinced us that he will work on it first and then he will quickly work on the emergencies. Being a specialist we all rationalized that ... with his skill and level of expertise he will be able to finish the myomectomy, which wasn’t any of the emergencies and quickly work on the other three cases and we will be done in no time, so we agreed. Now he finished the myomectomy case and he called a very junior doctor to come and do the emergencies and left.

The nurse-anaesthetist further stated:

I have lost trust in him [senior doctor]. For all you know he had an arrangement with the myomectomy client. By now he told her ‘You come and I will do this for you for this amount.’ So he had taken his money from the client and we had to work for it.

Distrust relations and perception of unfairness in rewards from illegal charges were also noted in connection with the incident in the theatre, described earlier. In a follow up conversation with Mr. John he confirmed his suspicion that Dr. Kofi brought in the pregnant woman from his locum practice. He asserted that if the woman had come through one of the wards in the hospital routine laboratory tests including a blood count would have been done. He suspected that Dr. Kofi was benefiting alone from an illegal deal with the client. He said the doctor’s illegal activities had been reported to the hospital management, but hospital management was reluctant to discipline him, because the O and G department had few doctors, so they could not risk losing him.

Conversations and interviews were conducted with department and hospital managers to understand how illegal charges were addressed at organisational level. A nurse manager explained that it was illegal for doctors to charge clients fees, and the hospital’s accounts department was responsible for such matters. Most obstetrics and gynaecological services were free, as per the fee free delivery service policy of the government. She added that as a nurse manager she had no power to discipline doctors, so she reported doctors who charged illegal fees to the head of the doctors, who had the power to discipline them. She cited an instance that she reported a house officer who repeatedly charged clients illegal fees to the senior doctor acting as the head of the department and the hospital administrator. The senior doctor reprimanded him, but she had no idea how the administrator addressed the case.

Interviews with two hospital management members revealed that workers were free to practice locum, once it did not affect their work schedule. Nevertheless one said that it was nearly impossible to get evidence of workers who shuttled between their jobs and locum practice, because their colleagues shielded them. The other manager, who was the head of the hospital, however admitted that she had had repeated confrontations with one of the senior doctors in the O & G department over his frequent locum practice, at the expense of his work in the hospital. Both managers also admitted that illegal charges existed. The other who was the hospital administrator, said she only heard about them, but she had no evidence suggesting that workers engaged in it. In the case of the house officer who charged illegal fees, she said she had been informed, but she had no evidence suggesting that workers engaged in it. In the case of the house officer who charged illegal fees, she said she had been informed, but she had no evidence suggesting that workers engaged in it.
shared the money, but conflicts arose when the benefits were not distributed among collaborating parties. She cited the case of a nurse-anaesthetist who reported the illegal deals of a doctor to the hospital management. When it was investigated, it was realised that the doctor shared the benefits with her colleagues, which she was not privy to. She added that workers were free to report illegal practices to their immediate superiors or to hospital management for the necessary disciplinary actions to be taken.

The lack of a clearly defined organisational reporting system and strategy to deal with illegal charges and locum practice contributed to distrust relations between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists. Both doctors and nurse-anaesthetists who reported suspicious cases of locum and illegal charges, felt that the department and hospital managers did not adequately address their concerns. Consequently they took matters into their own hands by using 'avoiding' and 'forcing' responses to deal with such cases, which rather intensified conflicts and sometimes delayed health care provision.

Organisational arrangements inhibited frequent communication and the building of team spirit

The organisational work arrangements and practices limited interaction and created gaps in communication between collaborating workers, which contributed to conflicts. Firstly a doctor on duty conducted daily ward rounds and on Monday mornings a senior doctor led a team of doctors to conduct general ward rounds. Such rounds were used to review, discuss and decide on surgery cases. However nurse-anaesthetists were not privy to such decisions, because they did not participate in such rounds. Secondly, being a specialist referral hospital, it received emergency obstetrics and gynaecological cases referred from other facilities. Doctors sometimes sent such emergency cases directly to the theatre, without involving the nurse-anaesthetists. So doctors and nurse-anaesthetists mostly met and interacted in the midst of surgical procedures. A management member described the situation:

Normally they [nurse-anaesthetists] don’t see patients. Surgeons and gynaecologists see all the patients. They only see the patients when they are going to sleep [being anaesthetised] and after that they only see them briefly and that is all.

The limited interaction between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists as well as the latter’s non-participation in initial decisions on surgery cases, heightened their suspicion that some of the clients were not emergency referrals, but were individual doctors’ private clients. So nurse-anaesthetists collaborated well with particular doctors they trusted, while they sometimes avoided collaborating with doctors they distrusted. For instance on one occasion a team of doctors had to delay an emergency C/S referral case that was brought the previous day. When the doctors were ready to perform the procedure, the scheduled nurse-anaesthetists and other theatre workers closed at 1.30pm, instead of the official 2.00pm. So the doctors had to wait for the staff scheduled for the afternoon shift to arrive and settle in, before the emergency C/S could be performed (Observation notes, 23/07/2012). A senior doctor lamented over other professionals’ poor attitude towards collaborating: 'Sometimes when you want to do a C/S, you have to convince the nurse-anaesthetists, convince several people.' He added that he started to work in the hospital with enthusiasm, followed by persistent conflicts to get co-workers to collaborate. Subsequently he became frustrated, apathetic and demotivated. He said one day after quarrelling with co-workers to get work done, his blood pressure shot up, so he stopped quarrelling with them and 'had become like them' [exhibiting lackadaisical attitude to work], because he needed to stay alive. Also a junior doctor expressed his frustration with the culture of
collaborating: ‘...sometimes there is a lot of resistance [from nurses and nurse-anaesthetists]. You have to be very very friendly, so that you are best friends with them before things are done.’

Nurse-anaesthetists used ‘avoiding’ responses such as leaving work early or they were tired, so they could not work on a case, to deal with situations that they perceived the client to be the doctor’s client. Sometimes doctors had no option but to resign themselves to ‘accommodating’ response towards nurse-anaesthetists who were reluctant to collaborate with them.

Consequently organisational arrangements and communication gaps hindered effective interaction between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists, which contributed to a lack of team spirit. It further bred suspicion and distrust relations that affected decisions on client care, which sometimes led to conflicts.

Distrust resulting from perceived distributive and interactional injustice

Interpersonal factors including perceived distributive and interactional injustice contributed to distrust relations between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists, resulting in conflicts and worker demotivation.

In particular, the nurse-anaesthetists perceived distributive injustice in their treatment by the hospital management. Nurse-anaesthetists suggested that the hospital gave doctors incentives including fuel coupons and phone-call credits among others, but other workers were not given such incentives.

Also nurse-anaesthetists perceived interactional injustice in their claim that other professionals perceived them as disrespectful and uncompromising, but they felt that was untrue. Additionally they perceived interactional injustice by claiming that other workers raised concerns when nurse-anaesthetists failed to report to work, while nobody raised concerns when doctors failed to report to work. The head of anaesthesia illustrated this perception in the following narration. On one Sunday evening no surgeries could be performed in the O & G theatre, because it was reported that the nurse-anaesthetist scheduled for work was absent. The O & G department management team convened a meeting with the head of the anaesthesia department to address this problem and other complaints that scheduled nurse-anaesthetists came late or did not come to work. The head admitted the shortfall and promised to convene a meeting with the other nurse-anaesthetists to address the issues. Relations between nurses, nurse-anaesthetists and doctors improved for about three months before the complaints about nurse-anaesthetists resumed. So the researcher conversed with the head of anaesthesia to understand how he addressed the issues from the meeting. He explained that the allegation levelled against the scheduled nurse-anaesthetist was untrue, as the nurse-anaesthetists later explained to him that he had briefly stepped out of the theatre, but the O & G department concluded that he had vacated post. The head therefore suggested that the other professionals sometimes made false allegations against them.

A management member agreed that nurse-anaesthetists were not receiving incentives unlike nurses and doctors. Consequently, the hospital supported the nurse-anaesthetists to set up an anaesthetic clinic, where they attended to clients in order to get some extra income. He also agreed that nurse-anaesthetists were a marginalised group and sometimes they were not involved in major decisions that affected them:

When we were renovating the theatre, the nurses went to take the nice rooms for their own restrooms and their storerooms. The doctors already have one room for resting, where will
the anaesthetists stay? . . . Anaesthetists were an afterthought and then they went and positioned them outside the theatre.

Nurse-anaesthetists responded to perceived injustice by using ‘avoiding’ strategy including not pasting their schedule on the notice board, so that no nurse-anaesthetist could be held accountable. They also sometimes left work before scheduled times, and other times they skipped work. Resultantly, sometimes elective C/Ss were delayed, because when other parties were ready, the scheduled nurse-anaesthetist was absent or late. Delays contributed to some elective C/Ss cases progressing into emergency cases. This resulted in heavy workload and pressure on workers in the theatre and wards, which contributed to tensions and petty quarrels that poisoned the organisational climate.

Over time frequent conflicts became the norm, so workers who experienced conflicts did not report such incidences to department and hospital management for redress.

**Discussion**

This article contributes to knowledge on the influence of conflicts on health workers’ motivation in the provision of maternal and neonatal health care. Organisational gaps including unclear lines of authority between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists, perceived distributive and interactional injustice, organisational arrangements and communication gaps and a lack of team spirit contributed to frequent conflicts. Individual factors such as doctors and nurse-anaesthetists’ different professional orientation and personal differences contributed to conflicts in decisions on client care. Interpersonal factors including distrust between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists based on locum practice, distrust of professional competencies and perception of who has the ultimate decision making power also contributed to conflicts. Lack of effective conflict management mechanisms intensified conflicts situations, which frustrated workers and affected their motivation to collaborate in the provision of health care. However conflicts that resulted from workers’ determination to ensure that quality health care was provided to clients motivated such workers.

The study found that conflicts in the operating theatre were more frequent between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists. This finding contrasts with studies that suggest that conflicts in the operating theatre are more common between doctors and theatre nurses [46,47]. Nevertheless disagreements over roles, schedules and goals, which were noted as the causes of the conflicts between doctors and theatre nurses [47], were also some of the causes of the conflicts between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists.

Doctors and nurse-anaesthetists disagreed on who had the ultimate authority to decide on client care, which contributed to frequent conflicts. Similarly Fox [48] notes that the doctor has the power to admit the client into the ward and plan the surgery. However in the operating theatre the anaesthetist becomes equally powerful, because the doctor is dependent on his input for a successful surgery. So when the two are not able to come to a consensus conflicts occur.

Doctors favoured intervening promptly in client care to remove or reduce the disease, while nurse-anaesthetists favoured a holistic understanding of a client’s condition before deciding whether surgery should be performed. This different decision pathways contributed to conflicts. Similarly, Fox’s [48] study in selected British hospitals notes that the surgical discourse perceives the client as carrier of disease or illness, which should be removed or reduced, while the anaesthetic discourse sees the client as possessor of a complement of fitness, which the anaesthetist should maintain. He suggests that this different orientation influence each professional groups decision making pathways, which contributes to frequent disagreements and conflicts between doctors and anaesthetists.
Organisational arrangements and poor communication contributed to poor team spirit and distrust relations that contributed to conflicts between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists in the hospital. Similarly, Pavlakis et al. [49] and Brinkert [22] suggest that poor communication is a major cause of co-worker conflicts, which can lead to delays in carrying out procedures. Conflicts resulting from communication gaps and weak team spirit between doctors and anaesthetists in the operating theatre have also been documented in the UK [50] and the Canadian [51] health care systems.

Nurse-anaesthetists’ perception of distributive and interactional injustice at organisational and interpersonal levels contributed to conflicts with doctors. Booij [46] study corroborates this finding that anaesthetists’ perception of unfair treatment from the organisation and doctors is common. He attributes this to hospital politics, which perceives anaesthetists as an expense and not an asset to the hospital and also anaesthetists’ feel unappreciated by surgeons.

Distrust relations resulting from locum practice and illegal charges contributed to the occurrence of conflicts, which was a source of demotivation to both doctors and nurse-anaesthetists. Similarly, Bousari et al.’s [52] study found that health workers having other jobs affected work schedule, which frustrated collaborative efforts of their colleagues and contributed to conflicts.

Doctors and nurse-anaesthetists who prevented co-workers who they deemed not competent to perform particular tasks were motivated in situations that their actions created conflicts, but it resulted in clients receiving care from competent professionals. This suggests that conflicts are not always negative, they can help to prevent medical complacency and negligence, which is essential for quality health care provision. Our finding supports studies that suggest that conflicts are not necessarily negative, but can enhance workers’ motivation and performance and contribute to organisational growth and development [2,21,23,24,53]. For instance Smyth’s study found that conflicts increased creativity and the development of innovation and also increased workers’ motivation [24].

Health sector employment in Ghana is centralised and beyond the control of hospital managers. Resultantly department and hospital managers had no power to hire and fire permanent workers. They could only give verbal and written queries to doctors and nurse-anaesthetists, who used part of their official work hours to practice locum and those who charged illegal fees. This national arrangement as well as the specialised nature of their skill, gave doctors and nurse-anaesthetist a lot of power, which they used to influence organisational processes and practices in Adom hospital. As noted by Lipsky [40] and Mintzberg [39], their decisions and actions in implementation effectively became the policies of the hospital.

Most conflicts were not reported to the department and hospital management, because there was no clear organisational structure for reporting and managing conflicts. Consequently conflicts persisted and became part of the organisational culture. Similarly Katz’s [51] study notes that poor conflict management destroys professional relationships and team work, which is essential for client care. Other studies suggest that conflicts are common in health care organisations in most parts of the world including the USA [54] and the UK [47]. Rosenstein [54] suggests that they continue to exist, because they are tolerated and most doctors do not see them as conflicts, but as part of the game of protecting the client’s interest.

Frequent conflicts had multiple effects on frontline workers, the hospital, as well as indirect and direct effects on client quality care. Conflicts contributed to health workers feeling frustrated, experiencing lack of job satisfaction and lack of personal joy in working. At the hospital level there was poor organisational climate and workers lacked the desire to collaborate. This resulted in indirect effects on quality health care including workers feeling demotivated and exhibiting negative attitudes towards clients, which hampered the hospital’s goal of providing quality care. The direct effects included delays in health care provision and sometimes failure to provide essential care to clients. The negative effects of conflicts on health workers’ wellbeing...
have been reported [54–56]. At hospital level various studies confirm that conflicts can lead to poor organisational climate, low productivity and worker turnover [46,55,56]. A study of mental health workers in Ghana found that the reverse is true. Good work relationship with colleagues is a motivator to workers [35]. Other studies suggest that the direct effects of conflicts on clients’ quality care include compromising client safety, possible medical errors and sometimes mortality among clients [46,55,56]. Indirect effects include a poor responsive health care system to client health care needs, thus decreasing their satisfaction [46,55,56].

Conclusion and Policy Implications

In a poor resource setting like Ghana, where judicious use of resources is of essence, frequent co-worker conflicts deny hospitals optimum use of scarce human resources. Frequent conflicts result in clients receiving poor quality care not only because of the absence of skilled human resources, but also from poor management. Consequently, understanding the causes of conflicts and how to manage them is crucial for the wellbeing of workers, the organisation and clients.

The hospital needs to see frequent conflicts as a threat to quality health care provision. As a preventive measure, the causes of conflicts need to be investigated in order to address them holistically. This will require that hospital managers, departmental managers and frontline workers engage in regular and constant dialogue to discuss potential causes of conflicts and make broad consultations on how to address them and also commit themselves to addressing them.

Resources should be committed to frequent training workshops for managers and frontline workers to improve their skills in identifying and managing conflicts. This will enable workers to reduce their frequency and severity. A reduction in the frequency of conflicts can foster positive relations between doctors and nurse-anaesthetists, which can help improve collaboration in health care provision.

Organisational guidelines for reporting conflicts and unethical professional conduct and professional incompetence should be put in place to enable workers to report such practices to the appropriate authority. Also measures should be established to correct such practices in the hospital.

Structures should be put in place at ward, department and hospital levels to manage conflicts between individual health workers, as well as between professional groups, by resorting to collaborative response, through addressing the concerns of all conflicting parties. The formation of an anaesthetist clinic is a step towards addressing incentive gaps. However, hospital management can go a step further to address the perception of injustice by involving representatives of the various professional groups in decision making at organizational level, especially when such matters have a direct bearing on them.

Hospital managers should aim at promoting strong team spirit between the different professionals, since maternal and neonatal health care requires team work. This will require that managers imbibe in all professionals the need to respect and appreciate each other and to communicate more effectively on client care. Regular meetings and interactions between doctors, nurse-anaesthetists, nurses and hospital managers to identify, discuss and address challenges of the different professional groups and the hospital should be promoted. This can help workers to understand one another and develop a common sense of purpose, which is essential for the building of team spirit. In sum a good team spirit will foster collective response to client care, which will facilitate the provision of quality care to clients. Hopefully, this will contribute to the effective use of human resources towards the achievement of MDGs 4 and 5.
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